CasoLine QUICK-LOCK GRID

1. CasoLine QUICK-LOCK GRID Main Tee 24/38 at 1200mm centres
2. CasoLine QUICK-LOCK GRID Cross Tee 24/38 1200mm at 800mm centres
3. CasoLine QUICK-LOCK GRID Cross Tee 24/38 600mm at 1200mm centres
4. CasoLine QUICK-LOCK GRID Wall Angle WA03 suitably fixed to wall/batten at 300mm centres
5. CasoLine QUICK-LOCK GRID Hanger or suspension wire (14 SWG) by others at 1200mm centres
6. Gyptone or Gyprex tiles with edge profile A
7. Gyptone or Gyprex tiles with edge profile A
8. Timber batten suitably fixed to wall

Perimeter Option 1

CasoLine QUICK-LOCK GRID & Gyptone/Gyprex

TYPICAL DETAILS READ WITH PROJECT SPECIFICATION
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